Arkansas State Board of Public Accountancy

CPE PROPOSAL FORM FOR REINSTATMENT OR RELICENSURE OF CPA LICENSE

PROPOSAL OF CPE HOURS TO BE COMPLETED AND/OR REPORTING OF CPE HOURS ALREADY COMPLETED WITHIN 36 MONTHS OF APPLICATION DATE

Name _________________________________________________________________

Certificate Number _______________________________________________________

NASBA # or “E” for Exempt (Do Not Leave Blank)*

Sponsoring Organization Title or Brief Description Of Program Certificate Date MM/DD/YY

Group (hrs) Self Study/Other (hrs) Total Hrs. Type AA (hrs) ET (hrs) TX (hrs) OT (hrs) Total Hrs. Content

Minimum Hour Requirements Based on Board Rule 13 (refer to this rule for complete details)

GROUP STUDY: Minimum of 16 hours based on 40 hours or 48 hrs based on 120 hours is required.

CONTENT: Minimum of 20 hours based on 40 hours or 60 hrs based on 120 hours shall be completed in Accounting, Attest, Ethics or Taxation.

ENGAGED IN ATTEST OR COMPILATION FUNCTION: Minimum of 8 hours based on 40 hours or 24 hours based on 120 hours shall be completed in the areas of attest, accounting theory and accounting practice.

ETHICS: All license holders must have at least 4 hours of Accounting Ethics in any 36 month reporting cycle.

Legend: CPE Content

AA Accounting/Attest
ET Ethics
TX Taxation
OT Other

* NASBA Registry No. must be listed or “E” for exempt - Only certain organizations qualify for exempt status - See Rule 13.4(f)

GRAND TOTAL

If additional space is needed, please make copies of this form.